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I was born in Spain and raised in England. After a 
carreer in Sports Marketing I gained a Masters Degree 
in Commercial Photography and Fashion from the Too 
Many Flash School of Photography in Madrid working 
alongside prominent Fashion Photographers such as 
Alberto Puras, Alberto Hernandez, and Ismael Vilar. 

Coming from a traditional Andalusian equestrian family 
with Scottish origens my equestrian education was 
shaped by the influences of traditional riding masters 
and cavalry officers. My Equestrian knowledge combined 
with photographic skills, has led me to photograph some 
of the most distinguished Equestrian entities. Including 
the Portuguese School of Equestrian Art in Lisbon and 
cavalry units of various countries. 

For the agency Riders Marketing I provide content to 
Equestrian federations and international riders. My work 
has been published in Equilife Norway, Horse Times 
Egypt, Horselife Spain, Ecuestre and Jornal Expresso  of 
Portugal.

In terms of Fashion I have photographed for brands such 
as Jackie Equestrian, Montresor, De Niro Boot Co and 
More. 



My Vision for Equestrian Fashion. 

“I believe fashion brands stand for something. 
A piece of clothing is the reflection of a 
lifestyle, of the envrironment we live in. As 
an Equestrian fashion photographer I aspire 
not only to highlight the characteristics and 
quality of a collection, but also the message of 
the brand in its link with the Equestrian world. 
I consider it my responsability to capture a 
correct representation of Equitation. Because 
an image is a reference.” 

    Candela 



Production I will guide you and aid you throughout the entire 
process from Pre-Production, to the shooting and post 
production. 

I customize my services to the ideas and the values of 
your brand, I like to get to know your aesthetics and 
your preferred formats that make your brand instantly 
recognisable and unique  to your consumers, thereby 
making sure that those elements are present when setting 
up the shots. 

I have experience in both, lifestyle photography, fashion 
editorial, ecommerce and product photography to make 
sure that you acquire all the audiovisual material you 
require for your products.

I have worked in countless locations around Spain and Portugal all year around and can arrange and 
carry out the productions for your brand. From collating production equipment to acquiring the models 
or arranging a shoot for your brand ambassadors located in Spain and Portugal. You can send the product 
samples to us and we take care of everything or come and join us on the production. I collaborate and 
work with a number of Equestrian facilities and stud farms where I have access to horses and a number of 
riders to chose from depending on your requirements and your production budget available.



Equipment  and Resources
For every session my main priority is that both equine 
and equestrian models are comfortable and relaxed. The 
sessions are adapted to the horses needs as the session 
progresses and what the horses can give. 

To optimize and work efficently and as effective as 
possible each produccion provides high speed sync 
photography studio lighting to make sure that every 
moment is shot with the highest quality but making 
sure that the horses are comfortable and to optimise 
the shooting time. 

In addition a backdrop stand with a variety of 
backdrops is provided to photograph the collections in 
an e-commerce format for catalogues. For each session 
a stylist and hair and make up artist can be arranged, 
bringing together a team of people for the production. 



Models: Horses and Riders.

For your production you 
can chose from a number of 

professional riders with which 
I collaborate and work with 

on a regular basis, both male 
and female. As well as a great 
variety of equine models who 
are already well accustomed to 

photoshoots.

Let me know what would 
best suit you and I can 

propose potential models, or 
if you already have assinged 

ambassadors we can arrange a 
session with them around their 

schedules. 



Featured Client  Productions



www.candelagonzalez.com

Instagram: @candelag.ec

Tel: + 34 654158978
email: candelacg10@gmail.com

Have an Equestrian Photoshoot in mind for your brand? 
Get in touch and I will provide you with a quote for the photoshoot.


